ROWS
A Junk-pop singer of “Roof Garden”: 2 words
B “The thinking man’s talk show host”: 2 words
C Motor City daily, with “The”: 2 words
D Ali’s nickname: 2 words
E It’s frequently depressed in the morning: 2 words
F Capital city replaced by Dodoma in 1974: 3 words
G Creator of M and Q: 2 words
H King Hussein’s widow: 2 words
I Author of the book No More Vietnams: 2 words
J Deep-seated
K Frivols away the time: 2 words
L Giving some zip

LIGHT BLOOMS
1973 Elton John hit Bring charges against
Book of Judges hero Categorize
Dearpan comedian Wright

MEDIUM BLOOMS
du Soleil Melt down, as fat
Not alfresco Overly slow movie’s problem
Popular 1950s ventriloquist Short and blunt
Taken to be: 2 words Terrorize
Word on a Form 1040

DARK BLOOMS
Bathers at Asnières painter Drummer of the Electric Mayhem
Geneticist Mendel Greg’s wife, in a sitcom title
Loud horn Pick a path
Put up again, as a Facebook status
Sawbones Squelch
Unit of angular measurement

HOT TUB TIME MACHINE actor Crispin
It comes to mind
Million Dollar Mermaid star Williams
Prepare to check out of a hotel Sealed potholes, perhaps
What Patrick called Mame
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